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Learn the history of penny rugs, how they were made, and where they originated, illustrated with

wonderful antique examples. Color instructions walk you through the basic skills and materials, and

patterns provide you with the charming sheep, watermelon, crows, tulips, and hearts so beloved in

primitive arts.
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Penny Rugs Sewing Wool Applique is a "wonderful" book!!! It is the "Best" book of it's kind that I

have seen on the market showing many traditional rugs and some delightful patterns. Well worth the

price--which is surprisingly inexpensive for the quality of the book :o)

This book is lovely. The pictures are inspirational and the author admits that she had made her first

one with felt squares. It is funny because the first book I had purchased had one view and no

instructions and while waiting for it to come in, I had gone out and purchased felt squares to use for

practice. Needless to say, I still had them when this book came in and I was immediately able to

start a first project. It has many projects from the development of the craft and exactly what I was

looking for. As I work on my skills on felt squares and small projects I will look for wool that can be

used to make a larger project for my dining room table. This book is inspiring!

I had been looking for a book on traditional penny rugs with their history. This book fulfilled this



requirement and then some. It covers the various styles with clear instructions. Also, included some

photos of antique versions. I found it useful for recreating a traditional rug and demonstrating the

craft in a historic setting.

This is the best book I've read on penny rugs. You know how you buy craft books sometimes and

you only find maybe one project that you actually want to do? That's definitely not the case with this

book. I'm already well into making the large rug on the right-hand side of the cover and there are

other projects in the book that I'll do as well. There isn't one wasted page in this book!! I feel like I

received every penny's worth when I purchased this book. It really does show that craft books can

be inspiring and affordable at the same time. I wish I had this kind of success with every craft book I

ordered. The instructions are simply put and easy to follow. Many thanks to the author for writing

this!!

Excellent penny rug instruction book. Some Patterns are included. It was difficult to find a book just

for Penny rugs. This was a gift for someone, she and I were satisfied with the book.

This is THE book for anyone interested in Penny Rugs. It shows step by step easy instructions for

making your own. It has given me many ideas for different designs. Also gives the history and

shows examples of antique rugs This is a wonderful book for any crafters library. A must have.

I enjoyed learning the history of the Penny Rugs. I believe that the Penny Rugs displayed in this

book depict the traditional ones that were made in the 1800's. The author gives you some guidance

and then we are free to go in whatever direction we want. I would recommend this book to everyone

interested in traditional Penny Rugs.

This is an excellent book about penny rugs. It begins by giving a historical context for these lovely

wool applique "rugs" and contains great photographs of finished rugs. The next part is an easy to

follow tutorial on making penny rugs from start to finish. The photos again are outstanding. The

book provides templates for pennies and patterns for several designs. I highly recommend Penny

Rugs: Sewing Wool Applique to any one interested in beginning this craft.
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